100 WORDS
M.J. Harmony is a New Age singer songwriter and producer, based in Slovenia, that writes Mystical
Ethereal music with a World and Celtic twist, supported with channeled messages of Love and
Strength.
To her, music is Magic, and when creating, she loves to dive into the deep streams of creativity and
brings the Magic out in the open for others to hear.
Being a Reiki practitioner, M.J. loves to implement Reiki healing energy into her compositions.
In January 2021 she released a conceptual album Jeanne D' Arc, an album with a warrior spirit, that's
on a journey of finding her own Light, Strength, Freedom and Truth.

300 WORDS
M.J. Harmony is a Slovenian New Age singer songwriter/ artist/ producer, that loves to create
Mystical Ethereal music with a World and Celtic twist, supported with channeled lyrics about Love,
finding inner Strength, Freedom and Truth.
Being a Reiki practitioner, M.J. loves to implement Reiki healing energy into her compositions, which
help calm and feed our Souls with loving and light energy. Some even sense a bit of Elven Spirit inside
the compositions.
Coming from a small town in a small country, she was always considered different by her peers and
for these reasons she experienced bullying on a daily basis for over a decade. At a certain time her
music was her only comfort and shoulder to cry on, where she got her soulful expressing singing
skills.
M.J. played with many different bands in the past, which didn't last and she needed to find a way of
creating and sharing her music, even if that meant creating everything by herself. So she learned to
play different instruments and built her own recording studio in the attic. She's also discovering the
world of being an entrepreneur, which helps a lot in this time an space.
So far she released a few singles, two albums and a musical trilogy.
Recently released album, Jeanne D' Arc, is a conceptual album of a warrior spirit, that talks about
one's Journey in this time and space called Life; of finding the purpose, facing the obstacles, trials and
inner demons along the way, embracing our shadows, getting in touch with our own authentic selves
and eventually finding our inner Freedom, Strength and Light.
Album also carries a special surprise, that is a musical trilogy, called Path of the Soul. It's basically a
musical story, that adds up to the whole concept of the album.

